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Babies and toddlers will love to touch these eight different zoo animals: panda, elephant, giraffe,

bird, frog, turtle, seal, and lion. This deluxe touch-and-feel book is based on the children's classic,

pat the bunny.
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This book is the bees knees. Many touch and feel books are very boring in the sense that they are

all FUZZY. "Feel the furry dog, touch the hairy gorilla, pet the soft bunny". I like the variety in this

book and so does my baby. Anyone complaining about their kids ripping things out of it, shouldn't

be displeased with the book. This is just one of those that we play with together as to avoid such

incidents. The price is not ideal buuuut I also am 5 dollaring myself to death buying said "fuzzy"

touch and feels, so I justified the cost. If you dig this book, I recommend some of the touch and feel

Priddy Books. We have T for Truck and.... a couple of others... they have something to touch on

every page (like this one) and they're all pretty much different. Yay touch and feel books

I purchased this book for my 4 month old and at 8 months now she is still loving it. The book is

made strong and thick to resist wear and tear of a teething baby! Each page bunny visits different

animals at the zoo: an elephant, a giraffe, a frog with a sticky tongue, a seal with whiskers, a parrot

(her favorite with the bright red feathers), turtle, a panda, and a lion. The colors are a little more



toned down and don't really pop, but there are many different textures to touch and feel. It has been

really fun to watch her grow with this book and every month become more interested in the touch

and feel areas!

Oh my goodness. This book is AWESOME. It's definitely the best touch-and-feel book I have ever

seen. It has unique and interesting textures, my favorite of which is a frog whose tongue is actually

sticky! So cool! It's very cute, too. I HIGHLY recommend this!

My son absolutely loves this book (he's currently 1 year). He looks through it at least once a day

and often requests I read it to him multiple times. He loves to touch the animals on each page! The

only downside I'd say is the bird. The feather is SOO big he nearly tore it off the page the first day.

He's gentler now so it's not a big deal but other parents could find this as a choking hazard.

Otherwise, I LOVE LOVE LOVE this purchase!!

My 1 year-old son adores this book!! I got it for his birthday and he looks through it every day and he

requests me to read it over and over again. He loves to touch the animals on each page, specially

the parrot which is a bit delicate, and the seal's whiskers.I think it's a great book, even parents will

enjoy reading it!

This is a high quality touch-and-feel book and I love that it has a lot of different textures to explore

(wrinkly elephant skin, sticky frog tongue, feathers of a bird, bumpy shell of a turtle, etc). Yes it also

has the typical soft/fuzzy stuff but there is a lot more going on than your usual touch-and-feel stuff.

Our 11-mo daughter is obsessed with this book and has been for about 5-6 months now. The pages

are pretty sturdy and it has held up well despite a lot of abuse. She lets us read it to her and likes to

"read" it herself by turning the pages back and forth and feeling everything. It keeps her entertained

for a while. The story itself is meh, it's just one or two short lines per page. But it's not really about

the story, so that's fine.

My daughter loved Pat the bunny and mastered all of the interactions at 9 months so I wanted

something similar so I bought Pat the Zoo... Well, it's underwhelming. The interactions are all touch

and feel. I was hoping for a variation like the original. I agree with the other reviewer that the parrot

page is awful. First night I read to my daughter and she tugged the feathers and it was all over her.

The overall quality is great. It's an ok book if you are looking for your run of the mill touch and feel



book but if you are looking for a pat the bunny substitute-this ain't it.

My daughter really enjoys touch-and-feel books, but most of the ones I found at the store were

boring with every page feeling much like the last one. I wanted more than just fuzzy/furry textures. I

found this book and my 1-year old LOVES it. It has the usually furry textures, but also contains a

page with feathers, a page with a "sticky" tongue (makes her laugh every time), a page with prickly

whiskers, and a couple other fun things. This is a pretty sturdy book and gets lot of use at our

house!
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